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Our Wild World
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Tune in

June 15th 2015:What Lions are Whispering with Kevin
Richardson
Through an intimate and enlightening conversation with Kevin
Richardson, we learn why he is called The Lion Whisperer,
but what makes Kevin exceptional is that he listens to what
lions are telling us. Through his unique relationships with his
lions, Kevin opens a window into the mind behind the mane.
Our conversation is a unblemished view into Kevin’s own
journey of passion for lions, and why he has dedicated his life
to saving them and ending the industrialized farming of lions
as nothing more than commodity, and exposing the dark
underbelly of canned lion hunts. Manipulating nature and an i
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Featured Guest
Kevin Richardson
Kevin Richardson studied zoology, marine biology and exercise physiology, but
believed working with animals would remain a hobby. When he was twenty-three, he
had the opportunity to work with two six-month-old lion cubs, Tau and Napoleon, at the
Lion Park near the outskirts of his home in Johannesburg, he still works with the grown
cubs. Kevin’s work with big cats relies on intuition rather than static rules and. He
interacts with, slept next to, fed, and lived with lions for most of his adult life. Rejecting
the traditional notion that lions should be mastered and dominated, he develops
relationships based on love and respect. These relationships however, are not
instant- as he has known
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